Intermediate-effect biomarkers in prevention of skin cancer.
Skin cancers, both non-melanoma and melanoma, usually progress through sequential steps towards malignant transformation, leading to mutant clones and precancerous lesions. Prevention of skin cancers relies on reduction of exposure to solar radiation and may be evaluated by measuring induction of intermediate-effect biomarkers such as sunburn cells or p53 mutations in the epidermis, actinic (solar) keratoses, UV-induced immunosuppression or naevi. Sunburn cells (apoptotic keratinocytes) and p53 mutations are indicators of UV-induced DNA lesions as early steps of malignant transformation of epidermal keratinocytes. Actinic keratoses are premalignant sun-induced skin lesions, characterized as keratinized patches with aberrant cell differentiation and proliferation; they represent risk factors for basal-cell carcinoma and melanoma and are precursors of squamous-cell carcinoma. Studies in humans have investigated UV-induced immunosuppression and its modulation by topical sunscreen application, focusing on contact hypersensitivity as measured by immunization or response to haptens, or on modulation of stimulation of allogeneic lymphocytes by epidermal cells, or local release of immunomodulatory molecules such as cis-urocanic acid or interleukin-10. Naevi are focal collections of melanocytes, usually found at the junction of the epidermis and dermis or at various depths in the dermis. Common acquired naevi arise after birth both spontaneously and in response to sun exposure. Most acquired naevi are clonal, while most melanocytes in non-naeval areas are not. Although it is not yet certain whether naevi represent premalignant lesions or risk factors, many melanomas arise in acquired naevi, and the number of naevi constitutes the best predictor of individual risk of melanoma. The presence of large (i.e., >5 mm) or atypical naevi (i.e., large naevi with non-uniform colour and irregular borders) is associated with elevated melanoma risk, independently of the number of smaller naevi. Children seem particularly vulnerable to sun-induced biological events involved in the genesis of melanoma, and the greatest increase in naevus numbers per unit of skin surface occurs before adolescence. Therefore, the distribution of naevi and their development in children are relevant to understanding melanoma occurrence in adults.